Is there a unified natural principle or theory of all things behind the natural phenomena that are observed in different disciplines and scattered? If there is such a thing, it should have a wide universality, and the chord language phenomenon seems to have this feature.
Two languages and a world view
Humans have two sets of language systems: naming symbolic language and chord language. The former is the artificial symbolic language, the latter is the physical language, with certain physical and mathematical forms, involving two different logics, spiritual principles, and even two worldviews. Many differences in human understanding are related to this.
The two language systems produce two layers of language (logic, spirit): symbolic language (artificial language) and chord language (physical language), understanding the two language layers and the principle of action, interrelations, compilation process, is the need of human understanding of themselves, spirit and nature.
In symbolic languages, named symbols and named objects produce a difference between spiritual and natural, subjective and objective.
In chord language, spirit (music, painting, etc.), life (meridian) appear as physical form (discrete spectrum, string), with spiritual-natural isomorphism and homomorphism.
The above expression is just plain common sense -discrete spectrum (energy) is also a common mental form, e.g., music.This may lead to philosophical questions: spirit and nature, mind and matter, objectivity, etc.
Another important area of chord language is meridian (the theory of ancient Chinese medicine), which is a chord coding system of life, with discrete spectral forms (chords, tones, scales, etc.), which exert control over the process and purpose of life. One of the most important attributes is: Yin-yang (positive-negative), which determines the grammatical-semantic-symmetry rules of chord language, which is different from the life science view, indicating that there are more secrets in the phenomenon of life.
Most disciplines (science, philosophy, literature, etc.) use named symbolic language, and a few disciplines, such as music, painting, using chord language (physical language), this distinction is very important, it shows: music, painting physics (discrete spectrum, string), mathematical (geometric) properties, spiritual and physical homogeneity, It is also the basis of observation and understanding of chord time and space.
Two views of time and space
Humans have two sets of space-time expressions: reference system space-time and chord timespace, simply put: reference system space-time from the clock, ruler and other external reference system, chord space-time from the discrete spectrum, string (opening string, closed string, non-line string), usually, science, physics using the reference system of space-time, music, painting using chord space-time.
Chord space-time is the semantic expression of chord language, music is the expression of time, and painting is the expression of space. Both of them have discrete spectrum forms: chord, mode, scale, etc. Mathematically, they are inverse mirror images of each other, and can be converted to each other through chord value formula.
In chord painting (chord geometry), specific chords have specific spatial-geometric semantics: open chords (minor chord), closed strings (major chord), non-line strings (Discord), which produce all spatial states and spatial interactions, which are fundamental features of chord space (geometry) and are easy to observe and validate in chord painting This should be good news for string-M theory.
Again: science, physics, the use of reference system space-time, music, painting, etc. use chord space-time, the following are added:
Reference system space-time: From the external reference system: ruler, clock, assigned background reference system, etc. to generate position, shape, motion description, space-time is a measure from the external reference system. Chord space-time: is the form of energy, information: the quantum chord spectrum, strings (opening, closing, N-strings), and thus produce space-time state, interaction and motion, without relying on the clock, ruler and other external measurement reference system. According to the above characteristics, chord space-time can also seem to be called: quantum-string space-time.
Reference frame space-time will block chord space-time (quantum space-time), for example:
Using clock, ruler and other external measurement reference system to measure chord space-time system;For example, the works of Beethoven, Mozart, van gogh and monet can establish a theoretical model of space-time from the measured values, but there is no chord spectrum and its energy and information functions in the space-time model based on the external reference system.
Space-time expression is the intersection of physics and music-painting, and it is also the common center, but they are different ways of expression of time and space, and even different view of space-time. In particular: chord space-time has a distinct physical form: discrete spectrum, string (open, closed, non-line string), this should be quantum theory, string theory characteristics, but also the question that this paper must ask.
Other
Chord language is a common human blind spot for two reasons: 1. Differences between the principles and methods of the two languages: The chord language usually occurs in the background and bottom layer of the symbol language, and does not depend on the symbolic language system. It is not easy to be noticed by the symbolic language and rationality.
2, the basis of chord language observation is: music, painting, meridian and other chord language phenomenon, due to education reasons, many people are not familiar with this field.
新增知识点：和弦语言，和弦时空，和弦绘画，和弦数学，和弦生命。 涉及已有知识点：音乐理论，音乐数学，色彩理论、物理，生命，经络学，万物理论。
Added knowledge points: chord language, chord time and space, chord painting, chord math, chord life. Involved in existing knowledge points: music theory, music mathematics, color theory, physics, life, meridian, all things theory. 
